scheduling algorithms in wireless networks should be able to maximize the networks' transmission capability while maintaining an acceptable delay and fairness performance. Maximum-weight (MW) policies based on the delay index are throughput-optimal in a wireless network. However, sampling the real-time head-of-line (HOL) packet statistics is still challenging. We model the delay as a function of the arrival rate and service rate, and this model enables the scheduling algorithms to obtain the packet delay without high-frequency sampling. Then, we model the delay-related performance problems in everyday life as a utility-maximization problem. By utilizing the Lyapunov optimization, we transform the initial problem into a queue stability problem and design an MW algorithm to solve it. The solution can ensure deterministic long-term average delay guarantees. Moreover, its throughput utility differs from the optimally fair value by an amount that is inversely proportional to the delay guarantee. We evaluate the theoretical performance via simulations. We also build a real-world software-defined wireless network platform and implement our algorithm on it to evaluate the algorithm's actual performance. The experimental results show that our method outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithm in terms of throughput by up to 13.83%, and it outperforms the default first-in, first-out (FIFO) method by up to 40.41%.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent proliferation of commercial wireless devices and multimedia applications has increased the demand for delay-sensitive real-time data traffic, such as video, voice, game, and web data. Wi-Fi traffic and mobile traffic will account for 71% of all IP traffic, and 79 percent of the mobile data traffic will be video by 2022 [1] . In addition to video data, other data, such as virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR), and game data, also have specific delay constraints. The data amount and the delay constraints require the packet (link) scheduling algorithms in corresponding wireless networks to maximize the networks' transmission capability while maintaining an acceptable delay and fairness performance. However, it is challenging to achieve this goal because of random packet arrivals, time-varying channels, spectrum resources, and the fairness problem caused by protocols.
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With the development of software-defined wireless networks (SDWNs) [2] , [3] , an increasing number of such one-hop wireless networks will be transformed into centralized enterprise wireless local area networks (WLANs). This transformation enables the implementation of global optimization algorithms. The queue-backlog (QB)-based MW proposed in [4] and its variants [5] - [8] are well-known global scheduling algorithms. They could achieve optimal throughput performance while stabilizing the network. However, QB-based algorithms cause the ''last packet'' problem: queues with no data arriving will never be scheduled. HOL packet delay [9] - [12] , age of information (AOI) [13] - [17] , time-since-last-service [18] , [19] , and drop rate [20] , [21] can be used instead of queue backlog to schedule the queues to avoid the ''last packet'' problem. Nevertheless, the research in [13] shows that HOL-delay-based methods and QB-based methods have delay performance problems.
AOI-based scheduling is a hot research topic. AOI is defined as the time elapsed since the newest sample was generated [17] . AOI-based algorithms are more suitable for real-time applications. However, there are still some problems that need to be addressed for the AOI sampling [14] , [16] , [17] ; suitable models to predict the AOI's varies during the data sample transmission are still needed in wireless networks [14] , [16] . Moreover, high-frequency AOI sampling may cause high overload based on our practical network monitoring experience.
We also utilize delay as our scheduling weight. We model the average packet delay as a function of the arrival rate and the service rate; this method is a standard assumption [22] - [25] . Moreover, previous research [22] points demonstrates the delay is dominated by the arrival rate and the capacity of the link. This model enables the scheduling algorithms to obtain the average packet delays from historical statistical data without considering the unpredictable problems caused by AOI sampling or HOL-delay sampling. Finally, AOI could also be utilized in our scheduling algorithm when the data sampling problems are solved.
Based on the delay model mentioned above, we model the delay-related network performance problems that commonly exist in everyday life as a delay-based utility-maximization problem. We model each link's utility as weighted logarithm function of the difference between λ l and µ l and maximize the overall utilities of all the clients. This initial maximization problem is challenging to solve directly, and we utilize the auxiliary variable method proposed in [9] to transform it into a dual problem that can be solved by using MW algorithms. By using Lyapunov theories, we design the corresponding MW algorithm for the transformed problem and then prove that our algorithm can stabilize the network; finally, we demonstrate the performance of our algorithm.
Overall, the key contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) We proposed a delay-based MW algorithm in which the packet delay is modeled as a function of arrival rate and the service rate. Unlike the HOL-delay-based or AOI-based algorithms that are affected by the transmission delay of the sampled metric, our algorithm does not rely on HOL-related parameter sampling, so it is not affected by the sampling delay. 2) We model the network optimization problem as a utility-maximization problem in which each link's utility is modeled as a logarithm function of the difference between service rate and arrival rate. By utilizing Lyapunov theories, we design a Max-Weight link scheduling algorithm for the utility-maximization problem. Our algorithm can stabilize the network and achieve an [O(1/V), O(V)] delay-throughput tradeoff. 3) We implement our algorithm in a practical SDWN platform and conduct experiments and simulations to evaluate its performance. The paper is organized as follows: notations and definitions are presented in § II. The problem formulations and the algorithm are in § III. In § IV, we prove the optimality of the proposed algorithm. The algorithm's theoretical performance is analyzed via simulations in § V. We evaluate our algorithm in § VII. Finally, we conclude our work in § VIII.
II. NETWORK PRELIMINARIES
We consider a typical SDWN scenario in which a central controller interacts with multiple access points through ethernet connections. Each access point (AP) is associated with several mobile devices. The set of all L links is denoted as L = {1, 2, · · · , L}. Data packets arriving at each link are stored in corresponding queue, one queue for each link. Let Q(t) = (Q 1 (t), Q 2 (t), · · · , Q L (t)) denotes the queue size vector at the beginning of time slot t. Let the stochastic independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) process A l (t) denote the amount of packets that arrive at queue l during time slot t, where A l (t) is finite. The arrival rate is λ l = E[A l (t)]. The channel process C l (t), which takes values in {0, · · · , C max }, denotes the number of packets that can be transmitted in time slot t. LetC l denote the time-average channel quality of link l; its definition is as follows:
The time-average service rate µ l is defined as follows:
Because C l (t) ≤ C max , I l ≤ 1, and I ∈I α I ≤ 1, we have µ l ≤ C max . Let µ max l denote the upper bound of µ l .
A. LINK SCHEDULING AND CONFLICT GRAPH
The set of all schedules in the wireless network is denoted by I = {I }, where I is a binary activation vector: I = (I l ) l=1,...,L , I l ∈ {0, 1}. I l (t) = 1 means that queue l is chosen to transmit min{Q l (t), I l (t)C l (t)} packets during time slot t. Moreover, I i = I j = 1 if and only if link i and link j can transmit data at the same time. Set I is determined by the conflict graph [26] - [28] -a graph that captures the interferences between each link and its potential interfering links [26] . One of the primary works of [26] is to create a practical and usable conflict graph. For a real-world wireless network with N nodes utilizing w possible channel widths and k physical layer data rates, the time complexity of conflict graph creation is O(N 2 · k · |w| · 2 |w+1| ) [26] . An O(N · k) approach is provided in [26] ; we utilize this approach in this article.
B. QUEUE DYNAMICS
Similar to [5] , [6] , [9] , [29] , we assume that queues are empty when t = 0, and data arrivals happen at the ends of each time slot. The data transmitted at time slot t is I l (t)C l (t), so the dynamics for queue l are as follows:
The queue process is dynamic and stochastic; we define its stability first, and this stability will be used in the later parts of the article.
Definition 1 (Stability [6] , [7] ): The system is stable if
C. PACKET DELAY MODELING
Let d l denote the average packet delay of link l. We model d l as a function D of λ l and µ l :
This assumption is a standard assumption [22] - [25] . We also notice that d l decreases as µ l increases, and we could infer µ l by observing d l .
D. DELAY-CONSTRAINED CAPACITY REGION
The capacity region is an important concept in link scheduling research. It characterizes the capability bounds of scheduling algorithms. An algorithm is said to be optimal if it is stable for all the arrival rates in the capacity region [5] , [30] . We define the capacity region here: Definition 2 (Stability Region [5] , [6] ): The stability region is the closure of the set of all arrival rate vector λ = (λ 1 , · · · , λ L ) such that there exists a control algorithm that stabilizes the wireless network. For a wireless network, the stability region is
III. DELAY-BASED FLOW CONTROL
The network utilities are always modeled as functions of throughputs in most throughput-based network optimization research. However, most mobile application users care more about delay performance, e.g., when they are playing games or watching videos. Therefore, we model the network utility as a function of the average packet delay and solve the utility maximization problem to obtain optimal link schedules.
Let g(x) be the utility function. g(x) is a continuous, non-decreasing and concave utility function of x, where x is an L-dimensional vector x = (x 1 , · · · , x L ) and x l is used to represent the difference between µ l and λ l . Function g(·) is also used in [9] , [31] .
where x l = µ l − λ l , ∀l ∈ L. Weight w l is used to specify priority to link l. The network utility maximization problem is defined as follows:
It is common that an application has quality of service (QoS) constraints and the maximum mean delay should not be greater than d c l . This maximum delay requirement d c l corresponds to a minimum service rate µ c l . Therefore, we let µ c l denote this minimum service rate for link l. The optimal solution of (8a) should able to stabilize the wireless network, so we use constraint (8c) to guarantee that the arrival rate is in the stability region .
A. PROBLEM TRANSFORMATION WITH VIRTUAL QUEUES
It is obvious that the stochastic network optimization problem (8a) to (8c) can be transformed using a vector of auxiliary variables r(t) = (r 1 (t), · · · , r L (t)) that are chosen for every slot [9] , [29] . The optimization problem after the transformation is as follows:
where Q l is defined as follows:
We could understand this transformation as follows. The constraint (8b) holds whenever constraints (9b) and (9c) hold. The constraint (8c) holds whenever the constraint (9d) holds, as Q l < ∞; then, Q l (t) is stable, and Q l (t) is stable means λ l ∈ .
To ensure that the constraints (9b) are satisfied, we design a virtual queue Z l (t) for every link l ∈ L:
B. AUXILIARY VARIABLE AND VIRTUAL QUEUE
Auxiliary variables are used to hold additional state information useful for optimization functions of time averages [32] . The virtual queue is a technique to transform performance constraints into queuing stability problems [32] . In this article, optimization problem (8a) is transformed into (9a). We do not need to solve the optimization problem (8a) directly; we need only design an algorithm to satisfy all the constraints in (9a) while maximizing (9a). To ensure all the constraints in (9a), we need only to guarantee that all the virtual queues Z l (t) and all the queues Q l (t) are stable.
Lemma 1: Stability of virtual queue Z l (t) can ensure constraintμ l ≥r l , ∀l ∈ L.
Proof: [Proof of Lemma 1] From equation (10), we can obtain the following:
For all the τ ∈ {0, 1, · · · , t − 1}, summing both sides of inequality (11) and then dividing both sides by t, we can obtain the following:
Taking the expectation of the above and let t → ∞, and noting that lim t→∞ Z l (0)/t = 0, we can obtain the following:
Based on the definition of stable in (4), queue Z l (t) is stable means that E{Z l (t)} < ∞ and lim t→∞ E{Z l (t)}/t = 0. Thus, if Z l (t) is stable, thenμ l ≥r l .
C. DELAY-BASED LYAPUNOV FUNCTION
The optimal algorithm should guarantee the stabilities of all the queues (Q l (t) and Z l (t)). To achieve these stabilities, we choose Lyapunov theory, which is a powerful tool to design the optimal algorithm and prove the algorithm's performance [5] - [9] . We define the nonnegative Lyapunov function as follows:
The Lyapunov function L(t) is a quadric measurement of the total system load at time slot t.
D. MINIMIZING THE DRIFT-PLUS-PENALTY
Define (t) as the one-step conditional Lyapunov drift
We also define a penalty function as follows:
where V is the weight of utility, which acts as a utility-delay tradeoff. The whole drift-plus-penalty expression is as follows:
To keep the network stable while maximizing the utility function (9a), the optimal algorithm should minimize (t) in each time slot t. The algorithm that minimizes the driftplus-penalty will make the system move to the desired states.
To obtain such an algorithm, we first analyze the structure of (t), and this structure will show us the strategies. Lemma 2: For every time slot, for any value of Z (t), and under any policy, drift (t) satisfies
where B is a finite constant that does not depend on V .
Proof: [Proof of Lemma 2] Squaring both sides of inequality (10) and utilizing the fact max(x, 0) 2 ≤ x 2 , we can obtain the following:
2C max 2 we have the following:
Summing both sides of (15) over l ∈ {1, . . . , L}, dividing by 2, and taking conditional expectations given the virtual queue values Z (t) yields
where B = Lb/2. Subtracting the penalty item and the driftplus-penalty yields
From the structure of (16), our dynamic policy below is designed to make control decisions for r(t) and I (t) to minimize the right-hand side of inequality (16) .
E. DELAY-BASED FLOW CONTROL AND SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
For each time slot t, observe Q l (t), Z l (t), and perform the following operations described in Algorithm 1.
The arrival rate λ is required for the implementation of Algorithm 1. If λ is unknown, we can use λ l instead of λ l [9] , where λ l is defined as follows:
The implementation of Algorithm 1 assumes minimal scheduling opportunities µ c l , ∀l ∈ L. However, actually, we only know the delay requirements d c l , and we need to approach µ c l . If we knew function D(·) in (5), we could obtain µ c l ; however, D(·) is unknown. Therefore, we introduce variable θ l (t). We iterate θ l (t) towards µ c l by observing the delay performance. During the iterations, we set small enough to guarantee that θ l (t) is slightly smaller than µ c l . 6: Calculating historical average delay D l (t) 7: if D l (t) > d c l then 8 :
end if 12: r(t) = AUXILIARY_VARIABLE_CHOOSING θ(t) 13 :
PACKET SCHEDULING I (t) 15: QUEUE_UPDATING r(t), λ(t) 16: end if 17: Sleep(τ ) 18 : end while 19: function Auxiliary_Variables_Choosing(θ (t)) 20: Solving the following problem. 21 :
return r(t) 22 : end function 23 : function Active_Vectors_Choosing 24: Solving the following maximum independent set problem. 25: Maximize :
return I (t) 26 : end function 27: function Packet_Scheduling(I (t)) 28: for all l ∈ L do 29: if I l (t) = 1 then 30: Sending the HOL packet of queue l to corresponding AP, then dequeuing it from the corresponding queue. 31: end if 32: end for 33 : end function 34: function Queue_Updating(r(t), λ(t)) 35: Update Q(t) according to equation (3) with arrival process A(t) 36: Update virtual queue Z (t) according to equation (10), with auxiliary variables r(t). 37 : end function
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we will prove four lemmas and two theorems. The first lemma is that Z (t) is the mean rate stable if the mean value of θ l (t) is less than or equal to µ l . The second lemma is that the mean value of θ l (t) could be strictly less than µ l in our algorithm. The third lemma is that our algorithm stabilizes Q(t). The fourth lemma is that our algorithm minimizes the drift-plus-penalty in (16) . The first theorem is that our algorithm stabilizes the wireless network. The second theorem is that our algorithm can achieve an
Because r l (t) is chosen independently among links, optimization problem (17a) is equivalent to following problem for each of the links:
Observing the definition (7) and problem (19a), the derivative of equation (19a) is
Rewriting (15) , we obtain the following:
is the minimal value of θ l (t); then, we have the following:
Then, we can rewrite (20) as follows:
where I l (t) is an element of vector I (t) and I (t) is the active vector determined in ACTIVE_VECTORS_CHOOSING function of Algorithm 1. Find the optimal schedule I * that maximizes l Z l (t)C l I ∈I I l a I . Moreover, we have I ∈I a I ≤ 1 − ω, ω > 0; substituting these into (21), we obtain the following:
Because in ACTIVE_VECTORS_CHOOSING of Algorithm 1, we choose I (t) to maximize l I l (t)C l (t)Z l (t), and because channel process C(t) are i.i.d., the chosen I l (t) belongs to I * l . Therefore, we have the following:
This inequality is valid for every time slot t k , t k ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , H }. Summing both sides of the inequality above yields:
Using the fact that L(0) = 0, L(H ) ≥ 0, we can obtain the following:
Take the lim sup H both sides, we have
Using these facts, the inequality can be rewritten as lim sup
where δ = ωc min L . This inequality is valid for every time slot t k , t k ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , H }.
Therefore, based on the definition of stable in 4, Z (t) is stable. The proof of Lemma (3) is based on the assumption that θ l (t) ≤ µ c l . Thus, we will prove that this assumption is valid for our algorithm.
Lemma 4: For time slot t ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · }, Algorithm 1 can ensure that θ l < µ l if µ > µ c l . Proof of Lemma 4: Let µ l = µ l − µ c l , and because µ l > µ c l , µ l > 0. Then, there must be d l = d l − d c l , where d l = D(λ l , µ l ) and d c l = D(λ l , µ c l ). If < d l , then µ l will be strictly greater than θ l . Therefore, if is set to be small enough, then Algorithm 1 ensures that θ l < µ c l . Lemma 5: In Algorithm 1, if the virtual queues of Z (t) are stable, then the queues of Q(t) will be stable.
Proof: [Proof of Theorem 5] Based on the Lemma 1, we know if Z (t) is stable, thenμ l ≥r l , ∀l ∈ L. Moreover, the function AUXILIARY_VARIABLE_CHOOSING ensures thatr l ≥ λ l , ∀l ∈ L. Thus, if Z (t) is stable, then µ l ≥ λ l , ∀l ∈ L. Then, because the obtained transmission opportunities are greater than the arrival rate, Q l (t), ∀l ∈ L must be stable as defined in (6) .
Theorem 1: Algorithm 1 can stabilize the wireless network.
Proof: From Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, we can see that Algorithm 1 ensures that virtual queues Z (t) are stable. From Lemma 5, we can see that Algorithm 1 ensures that queues Q(t) are stable. Therefore, Algorithm 1 can stabilize the wireless network.
Lemma 6: Our algorithm chooses schedule variables that minimize the right-hand side of inequality (14) .
Proof: [Proof of Lemma 6] Observing (16), we need only maximize l Z l (t)E{I l (t)C l (t) − r l (t)|Z l (t)} + VE {g(r(t))|Z (t)}, which is equal to the following:
A and B are independent, that is, maximize(A + B) is equal to maximize(A) + maximize(B). Function AUXILIARY_VARIABLE_CHOOSING of Algorithm 1 maximizes A, and function ACTIVE_VECTORS_ CHOOSING maximizes B. Therefore, Algorithm 1 minimizes the right part of inequality (16) . Then, the proof is done.
Theorem 2: If the above dynamic algorithm is used every time slot t, and V > 0 is a constant parameter, then
Proof: [Proof of Theorem 2] Let µ * be the optimal time-average throughput, which solves (8a), (8b), and (8c), so that g(µ * − λ) = g * . We can rewrite (22) as
where r is determined in our algorithms. Choosing auxiliary variable r to be µ * , inequality (24) can be transformed into
and this inequality is valid for every time slot t, t ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , H }. For all of the time slot t from 0 to H , sum both sides of this inequality and then divide it by H :
Because L(H ) − L(0) > 0, we can simplify inequality (9c) into
Since function g(·)
is a concave function, through Jensen's inequality, we can obtain the following:
wherer(t) = 1 H H 0 r(t). By using lemma (3) and lemma (4), we know that the length of virtual queue Z l (t) is finite. Substituting Z max l into inequality (12) yields
Function g(·) is nondecreasing, so
This holds for all t, and g(r(t) − λ) is a continuous function of r(t). When t → ∞, Z max l t → 0. Thus, we have the following:
and the proof of theorem (2) is done.
A. TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHM
The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(2 n ). The reason is that the maximum-weight scheduling function ACTIVE_VECTORS_CHOOSING is a maximum independent set problem (MISP) [33] . The naive brute-force algorithm of MISP has a time complexity of O(2 n ). For MISP, an 1.2109 n n O (1) algorithm is proposed by Robson in 1986 [34] , and an 1.1996 n n O (1) algorithm is proposed in [35] . We utilize the naive brute-force algorithm in our algorithm. Function AUXILIARY_VARIABLE_CHOOSING of Algorithm 1 is a convex optimization problem that can be solved in polynomial time [36] , and other procedures can be solved in constant time. Therefore, the time complexity of our algorithm is O(2 n ). However, we will implement the 1.1996 n n O (1) algorithm in [35] to replace the brute-force algorithm.
In addition to our work, other research such as [4] , [6] - [9] , [29] , [30] , [37] , [38] that contain the I (t) = arg max I (t)∈I l∈L I l (t)C l (t) item suffer from time complexity problems [33] . We will explore low-complexity algorithms to solve the MISP in our future works.
V. SIMULATIONS
We implemented simulations to learn about our algorithm's theoretical performance of throughput, fairness, and delay.
A. SIMULATION SETTINGS
The simulation design, scalability, parameters (includes the channel parameters) in our article come from the research work in [7] . We consider the three-AP and four-client singlehop wireless network shown in Fig. 2 , where AP 0 and AP 2 are dedicated to C 0 and C 3 , respectively, and AP 1 communicates with C 1 and C 2 . The links are Link 0 , Link 1 , Link 2 , and Link 3 , and their corresponding arrival rates are λ 0 , λ 1 , λ 2 and λ 3 . The arrival and channel processes are i.i.d. Bernoulli with arrival rate and probability of ON channel state equal to 0.5 [7] . Due to the interference limit, no two 'adjacent' links can be active simultaneously. The feasible schedules for this system are {1010, 0101, 1001}. The theoretical achievable arrival rate vector is (0.48, 0.24, 0.24, 0.48); this rate vector can be computed with the method presented in [32] .
During the simulations, the weights (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 ) in utility function (7) are set to (0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25). The delay-utility tradeoff V increases from 0.1 to 1500 during the 50 iterations. For each data point V , the simulation lasts for 3 * 10 4 time slots. The delay constraints d c l in Algorithm 1 are set to be (800, 800, 800, 800) slots. The simulation codes and codes of the SDWN platform are shared on GitHub. 1 In this paper, we utilize Jain's fairness index [39] to quantify the fairness of throughput and delay performances. Jain's fairness index is denoted by the following equation:
where J l represents the interested metric of link l and m is the amount of links.
B. COMPARISON ALGORITHM
The comparison algorithm is the one proposed in research work [9] ; we use the notation DUM to represent it. DUM can guarantee the worst-case delay; packets whose delay is greater than ''V'' will be dropped.
C. SIMULATION RESULTS
The throughput performances of DUM and DCUM are shown in Fig. 1 . Both algorithms can achieve maximum throughput (1.44), but DCUM performs better when V is small. For the data rates of corresponding links, we also plot the Jain's fairness in Fig. 1 . The results shows that the fairness performance of DUM is slightly better than DCUM's. The Delay performance is shown in Fig. 3 . The results show that DUM's delay performance is better than DCUM's. The delay performance of DUM is nearly the same as the one in [9] , i.e., the average-delay of DUM is strictly bounded by the ''V+2'' bound. The average delay of our DCUM is lower than the delay requirements (800, 800, 800, 800). We also plot the Jain's fairness in Fig. 3 . The results show that the fairness performance of DUM is slightly better than our DCUM's.
D. DISCUSSIONS ABOUT THE RESULTS
DUM guarantees the worst-case delay by dropping packets; naturally, DUM's delay performance outperforms the 1 https://github.com/lingerlilac/dcum DCUM's. Moreover, because the worst-case delay of DUM is V + 2 for each link, the fairness of the average delay is better. DCUM's delay (including the fairness) performance approaches DUM's, and the mean delays are under the delay requirements. The advantage of DCUM is that no packets are dropped; this is important in TCP transmissions. The throughput performance of both DUM and DCUM is similar. They can both achieve the theoretical throughput (1.44).
VI. IMPLEMENTATIONS
In this section, we introduce how we build the SDWN platform and how we implement the MW algorithm on our platform. The description of the platform includes the sampling modules that provide algorithm inputs, the optimization modules that generate schedules, and the messages for data and message transmissions. There are also some other implementations for queue and variables maintaining.
A typical SDWN platform contains one or more controllers and multiple virtual switches. The controller runs applications such as RYU and OpenDaylight. A virtual switch is an AP turned into the virtual switch by applications such as Open vSwitch. The logics and algorithms run on the controller instead of virtual switches, and the virtual switches transmit data packets based on the rules generated by the controller.
The structure of our SDWN platform is shown in Fig. 4 . It has two primary parts and four functional modules. The data plane part and the logic plane part are the two parts, and data sampling, network monitoring, conflict graph computing, and link scheduling are the four main functions. Network monitoring, conflict graph computing, and link scheduling run on the logic plane part. We also implement custom messages to transmit data and messages between the two planes. The details will be introduced in the following paragraphs.
A. DATA PLANE PART
The operating system runs on the APs is OpenWrt [41] . We implement data sampling modules in OpenWrt to sample the cross-layer network states and transmit them to the controller in real-time. The Open vSwitch [40] runs in OpenWrt and turns these APs into virtual switches, and these switches interact with the controller with OpenFlow protocols [42] .
1) DATA SAMPLING
Data sampling provides state statistics to the scheduling algorithms. The statistics include channel states, link states, beacon states, queue states, packet drop states, and packet states. The channel states include the status of the AP and the status of the channel, such as C l (t). The link statistics are the data transmission statistics of each mobile client, such as A l (t). The beacon statistics can be used to compute the AP set and the conflict graph. The drop statistics are used to model the packet delays. The packet statistics are sampled each packet in the datapath of Open vSwitch, and they will be used in future studies. The queue states are sampled in the fq_codel (the default queuing algorithm in Linux) algorithm at 250 Hz. The channel states, beacon states, and link states are sampled in Mac80211 at 250 Hz. Table 1 lists the details of the sample module. Most of the sampling rates are as high as 250 Hz, so the sample modules may generate a large amount of data. The data contain lots of redundancies based on our observations. Therefore, we implement some methods to decrease the data amount and enhance the time accuracy and timeliness. 
B. LOGIC PLANE PART
OpenFlow controller RYU [43] is used in this article. Based on the principle of the OpenFlow protocols, we implement all the logic policies on the controller. These logic policies include network monitoring, conflict graph computing, and link scheduling. The network monitoring module computes network states and provides them to the scheduling algorithm. The conflict graph computing module creates the conflict graph to provide the feasible scheduling set to the scheduling algorithm. The link scheduling algorithm computes the optimal scheduling links for current time slot. The details of these logic modules will be introduced below.
1) DATA RECEIVING AND PROCESSING
The sampled network state samples are instantly transmitted to the controller and handled by data receiving modules. It is challenging to process real-time data samples for link scheduling algorithms that need fresh network states in a large-scale wireless network. Data should be parsed and preprocessed into useful network state statistics as quickly as possible. We used the cache, multi-threading, and tree-based search techniques to minimize the receiving and preprocessing time; we omit the details here.
2) NETWORK MONITORING
We have sophisticated network monitoring implementations for our different network applications, such as load balancing and resource allocation. For the link scheduling algorithm 1, we only need to monitor the data rates, arrival rates, queue lengths, and delays. We implement application programming interfaces (APIs) to obtain these metrics when receiving data.
3) LINK SCHEDULING
Link scheduling is essentially packet scheduling or queue scheduling. Queue scheduling in SDWNs is challenging. First, packets are stored in the queues of the wireless cards; the numbers of queues are not the same. Second, drivers of different manufacturers have differentpolicies for packet scheduling. Third, it is impossible to obtain the HOL delay of each queue for scheduling on the controller. Fourth, it is impossible to choose a particular queue to transmit in the current time slot. Thus, we schedule the packets (queues) on the controller. When each of the packets arrives, it is stored in the corresponding queue. Then, the Open vSwitch sends a packet_in message to the controller, and the controller creates a virtual packet and puts it into the queue created for the corresponding flow. When the algorithm chooses particular flows to schedule, the corresponding messages are sent to the corresponding AP. The AP selects the packets of the mentioned flow to transmit.
VII. EVALUATIONS
Our evaluation aims at characterizing the throughput, delay, and fairness improvements with our link scheduling algorithm DCUM. We compare DCUM with DUM, and the default FIFO method, which schedules packets in a FIFO manner. The evaluation objects are throughput, delay, and the Jain's index of data rates and delays among links.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The deployment of the experiment is shown in Fig. 2 . The controller is a server with a XEON E5 2.6 GHz CPU and 32 GB memory. Three NetGear 3800 routers, which act as APs and run OpenWRT 15.05.01, were deployed on the second floor of a teaching building. Four wireless laptops acted as clients. 2.4 GHz was used during the experiments. Laptop 1 and Laptop 4 were connected to AP 1 and AP 3 , and Laptop 2 and Laptop 3 were connected to AP 2 . We set the transmission power so as to approximate the scenario in Fig. 2 
1) EXPERIMENT PROCESSES
During the experiment, the controller also acts as an iperf3 server; we open four TCP flows on it, and each flow corresponds to a client. The outputs of iperf3 are stored on both server sides and client sides to calculate the throughput performance. We also implement a C program (running on clients) that probes and parses TCP information (data rates, congestion windows, round trip time, etc.) from the kernel through a socket (actually this program acts as a simple version of the ''ss'' command in Linux); this program obtains information about current TCP flows. From this TCP information, we can obtain the delay, throughput, and fairness performance of the links. The experimental parameters are reported in Table 2 . For each of the evaluated methods, we run the experiment for ten iterations; each iteration lasts 600 seconds.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
On observation of the throughput, delay, and fairness performances of DCUM, DUM, and FIFO method, it is apparent that DCUM performs better. The throughput and delay performances will be described separately in the following paragraphs.
1) THROUGHPUT PERFORMANCES FOR EACH AP
DCUM performs better than the other two in seven of the ten iterations, as shown in subfigure (a) of Fig. 6 . Moreover, the fairness performances of throughputs of DCUM is better than the other two in all the ten iterations; this can be learned from subfigure (b) of Fig. 6 . We draw the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the data rates for the algorithms over all the data of the ten iterations to show the distributions of the data rates. Approximately 17.8% of rates in DCUM are greater than 800 KB/s, 4.6% for DUM are greater than this rate, and 3.6% for FIFO; this is shown in subfigure (c) of Fig. 6 . DUM and FIFO may perform better for some APs. For example, FIFO performs better on AP3, and DUM performs better on AP1, as shown in subfigures (d), (e) and (f) of Fig. 6 . However, these performance deviations are signs of unfairness. 
2) DELAY PERFORMANCES FOR EACH AP
DCUM performs better than the other two in nine of the ten iterations, as shown in subfigure (a) of Fig. 7 . Moreover, the fairness performances of delay of DCUM is better than the other two in all of the ten iterations; this can be observed from subfigure (b) of Fig. 6 . We draw the CDF of the packet delay for the algorithms over all the data of the ten iterations to show the distributions of the packet delay. Approximately 82.2% of rates in DCUM are less than 500 ms, 68.4% for DUM, and 61.5% for FIFO; this is shown in subfigure (c) of Fig. 7 . Moreover, DCUM performs better for all of the APs, as shown in subfigures (d), (e) and (f) of Fig. 7 .
C. DISCUSSION 1) THROUGHPUT PERFORMANCES
It is reasonable that DCUM and DUM outperform FIFO on throughput performances; this is because of the channel diversities gains are explored in both DCUM and DUM. It is also reasonable that the fairness performances of both DCUM and DUM are better than that of FIFO. These fairness enhancements are because the fairnesses are considered in problem formulations of both DCUM and DUM. The reason why DCUM has better throughput performances is the packet drops caused by DUM. The transport layer protocol used in the evaluations is TCP, and packet drops will cause throughput degradations. Fig. 8 shows the retransmission ratio for the three methods. From this figure, we can observe that DUM has the highest retransmission ratio.
2) DELAY PERFORMANCES
The reason that DUM has the worst delay performance is the packet retransmissions caused by packet drops in it. FIFO has no delay optimization strategies, so it is reasonable for it to have poor delay performance.
3) THE EVALUATIONS AND THE SIMULATIONS
We discuss differences in the delay and throughput performances between the DUM algorithm and the DCUM algorithm. First, we discuss the delay performance. The behaviors of retransmissions caused by packet drops of the DUM algorithm are difficult to simulate. Moreover, we did not simulate these behaviors, so the delay performance of DUM seems better than that of DCUM. However, in the real-world evaluations, the frequent packet dropping behaviors impact the delay performance of DUM; this can be observed from the actual performance in Fig. 7 . Second, we consider the throughput performance. The impacts of frequent packet drops are not considered in the simulations, and we can observe that both DUM and DCUM can achieve the optimal throughput. However, from the results of the real-world evaluations, we can observe that the packet drops do impact the throughput.
From the performance comparisons involving DUM and DCUM, we can observe that when the impacts of frequent packet drops are not considered, DUM performs excellently. However, our DCUM algorithm performs better in actual systems.
VIII. CONCLUSION

